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Suggestions for Event 

1. A brief introduction to S.C.B.W.I and its 

benefits. 

2. Using 3 circles of white card, small, 

medium and large, stick them on paper to 

make a snowman. Everybody can then draw 

their snowmen as they wish.  

3. By writing/ drawing or both, demonstrate 

where your character and the snowman are 

going...how you'll get there...what you'll do 

together after you arrive...how to get home 

or another ending. 

4. Take a favourite character from a book 

and add them to a winter scene from another 

book, and draw or write a piece on that. 

5.Bring along a favourite extract/ poem/ 

picture to read/ look at in keeping with the 

theme of winter in children's literature. (This 

could be going on whilst doing the snowman 

activity.) 
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                                                                 Majella Reid 
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Patsy the Snowman and the missing blue boot by Majella Reid (January 28th, 2017) 

 

Patsy the Snowman was flying along the skyline of Ardagh on his way to Lyon's shop for 

milk. As he approached Ardagh village he noticed a small man submerged in the snow 

fields below. The man waved up, looking as if he needed help. 

Patsy stopped and gently descended from the skies. 

“Oh Thank God!” cried the little man, dressed from head to toe in bright blue. He hopped 

through the snow, making his way to Patsy. 

“Whatever is wrong?” asked Patsy. 

“Can't you see? I've lost my boot. It means I can't fly – not without my boot,” said the little 

man. 

“Oh dear,” said Patsy. “Well, let's look for it. What colour is it?” 

“It's bright blue and it’s a magic boot – a very special magic boot – it only fits my foot.” 

“Hop up on my back and we'll look for it from above – it will be easier that way,” said 

Patsy. 

They ascended and in a matter of moments they saw a shiny blue boot sticking out of the 

snow just beside the Ardagh Heritage and Creativity Centre. Soon the little blue man was 

wearing his boot once again. Together they flew to Lyon's shop and got milk and other 

treats. Soon the little blue man was wearing his boot once again. Together they flew to 

Lyon's shop and got milk and other treats. 
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Sally Martin 
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Build a Snowman day 

That day everybody was so excited as the town was having its annual build a snowman 
day.  Last year they built about 200 and raised lots of money for the local hospital.   People 
came from all over and this year they were hoping to make even more money for their 
chosen charity. 

Families, friends and even work colleagues got together to form teams.  There was prizes 
for first second and third place.  Some people got very competitive and brought all sorts of 
accessories to try and make their snowman different. 

Josh Daniel and Martin had been planning their snowman for weeks and were confident 
that they had the winning design. However as the competition got under way everything 
started to go wrong for them.  First of all the snow wouldn't stick together properly for 
them.  Then when the made the big snowballs it took them ages to get them piled on top of 
one another.  Daniel said they should have got a bigger team.  Martin told him to shut up 
and just get on with it.  Josh said it was a lot easier on paper.  Then they heard the five 
minute whistle and they hadn't even started to dress their very wonky snowman.  Quickly 
they gave him arms eyes buttons and a nose.  Daniel put his own hat and scarf on him and 
said well we will just have to hope for the best.  Josh wasn't as hopeful.   

It took a few hours for the judges to make their final decision and when they did the boys’ 
names were called out.  Unfortunately it wasn't for 1st, 2nd or 3rd place but it was the ugliest 
messiest snowman they had ever seen and the reason they had given them a prize was it 
had given them the best laugh they had in weeks.  

 
By  

Sally Martin 28/01/2017 

 

Changes in the air 

The Snow Queen’s heart was frozen solid with no hope of ever feeling anything. However, 

one day she was out in her sleigh pulled by one of her beautiful white horses. She had gone 

to the very edge of her frozen kingdom, a place she never usually visited. That was where 

she happened to see Jason, Alva and their father Frank. She watched them from afar for a 

while and was intrigued at how they interacted with each other. So she hid her horse and 

sleigh and made her way to where the family were playing.  She had made herself look as if 

she was lost and in need of their help. As soon as they had seen her and the state she was in 

they ran to help her. Frank lifted her up in his arms and carried her the short distance to 

their cabin. Normally she had a plan but she hadn't thought about this at all, there was just 

something that had drawn her to this family and she didn't understand it. Frank put her on 

the couch in front of a big log fire and put a soft blanket around her, telling Jason to put the 

kettle on.  
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Sheba was not used to heat. Everything in her palace was icy and cold.  Here she was feeling 

something new. After a few days with the family it looked as though her frozen heart was 

beginning to thaw. She was standing watching the children outside as they were lying down 

on the snow, moving their arms and legs and laughing. She asked Frank what they were 

doing and he told her they were making snow angels, and asked her if she would like to 

have a go. He made her wrap up warm before going out. She lay down in the snow and the 

children showed her what to do and she made her first snow angel.  Alva told her that if you 

really believed that the snow angels could come to life and unfreeze the most frozen of 

hearts. 

 ''What do you mean?'' asked Sheba 

 ''Your heart is frozen, isn't it?” she said as she put her hand over Sheba’s chest. “But it is 

beginning to thaw. If you stay with us you will be happy and you will be loved and find love. 

My snow angel told me this. So please tonight when we sleep make your decision, as my 

father is getting fond of you.  Well you are the Snow Queen aren't you?” 

 ''Yes,'' replied Sheba 

 ''Well if you want to go back to all the loneliness of all that, leave tonight.  If you decide to 

stay, you would have a happy life here with us.  My snow angel told me your heart will thaw, 

but if you return you will never get another chance and your heart will stay frozen for 

eternity.  Please stay Sheba.''  

That night as the children got ready for bed, Sheba seemed uneasy as if the icy palace was 

calling her back.  Alva gave her a big hug and whispered, “I hope you are here in the 

morning.'' 

Sheba said goodnight to the children.  Later as Alva was looking through her bedroom 

window saw Sheba leave.  She cried. 

Sheba went to where her horse and sleigh were hidden. She told her horse he was free to go 

and that the Snow Queen was no more. As she made her way back to the cabin and the 

family the horse followed as it too had decided to stay. It had felt her warmth and knew she 

was going to be different.  

Next morning the house was all a buzz with excitement as they saw the beautiful horse 

outside. Alva just ran and gave Sheba another huge hug saying, ''You came back. Thank 

you''.  

Sheba’s heart thawed that day forever and filled with love and warmth.  

Sally Martin 
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                                                         Cara Martin 
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It was the first time Jasmine saw snow. When she saw it she 

ran outside, in her pyjamas! When she was dragged inside she 

was soaking wet and cold. She got dressed, had breakfast and 

went outside and built a snowman like pictures she had seen. 

She dressed it up as a snow girl. She named it Petal. Jasmine 

wished Petal would come to life. That night she had a dream 

that Petal came to life. They made snow angels and had snow-

ball fights. In the morning Petal was gone. Jasmine asked 

through tears where had she gone. “Snow melts when it gets 

warm,” answered her mother. The following year Jasmine 

built the same snow girl.   

By  

Cara Martin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jasmine's first snow 
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Frosty mornings 

 

Slightly frosted fields 

Patches where the sheep lay 

With cars flying by 

No one takes in the beauty of these days 

 

Wrapped up in my jacket 

Gloves, hat and scarf 

I often wondered about this 

Going by in the car 

 

I think of the animals 

Out in the cold 

And the farmers feeding the sheep 

Tipping out their food into their bowl 

 

The car pulls up outside of school 

And throughout my day 

The thoughts of this in my mind 

I wonder about all day 

 

 

23/1/2017    By Cara Martin  
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Character taken from Eileen Moynihan's book  

 

 

 

Rory Gumboots is a different hedgehog. He doesn’t 

hibernate. He does go to visit his uncle, Hector 

Gumboots in Australia because he didn’t like winter. He 

booked a flight on Noddingheadair. Eddy Eagle flew 

him over and his uncle greeted him with a big hug. They 

visited the Great Barrier Reef, Great Ocean Road, 

Sydney Harbour Bridge and Ayers rock. They did lots of 

shopping and Rory got a present for Maisie Mouse. 

When Rory was going home in January, Hector gave 

Rory a big parcel. When he opened it, it was a big hat 

and coat. In the cold he wore them and in the warm days 

he hung them up to keep them clean.  

By  

Cara Martin 

 

 

 

Rory Gumboots 
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Rose Moran 
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The Fashion Parade 

 

Posie put her feathers on 

Her hoolie hoolie skirt for snow 

We set off for the parade 

The Women’s Protest March Brigade. 

 

We trumped along, got very warm 

Posie disappeared 

But hat and skirt 

Marched bravely on 

And no-one thought it weird.  

 

 

 

By Rose Moran 
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Adam Moran 
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Juggly the Snowman 

Once upon a time… 

There was a boy named Tom, who was playing outside in the 

snow. He thought to himself, ‘maybe I should make a 

snowman.’ So he did. He put on a hat, a scarf, two stone eyes, 

stones for a mouth, stone buttons and stick arms on the 

snowman. He loved the snowman. He wished the snowman 

was real. 

Tom sat down in the snow beside the snowman. Tom felt 

something touching his shoulder. He turned around, and 

realized it was the snowman who had touched his shoulder. 

Tom could not believe it. His dream came true. Tom said to the 

snowman,  

 “What’s your name?”   

He said, “My name is Juggly.” 

Juggly picked up a snowball, and they figured out he was the 

best juggler in the world. 

 

 

Adam Moran 
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Eoghan Duncan 
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                                  Super Snowman 

Superman lives in a cave in a snowy mountain. He has a 

dog called Super Dog. Superman had a break from 

fighting villains, so he went outside to play with his dog 

and built this snowman, and he called him Super 

Snowman. 

 He gave him flying powers. They flew together in the 

air, and they both disappeared to the top of the 

mountain. 

 

Alternative ending: 

They met a villain. The villain used kryptonite. The 

snowman died, and Superman became a normal person, 

and Super Dog became a normal dog. Next winter the 

snowman didn’t have super powers. 

 

Eoghan Duncan 
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Eileen Moynihan 
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                            Flurry the Snowman 

Flurry the snowman wanted to follow Murphy the dog 

and have fun in the woods. But he had no legs. He 

thought and thought about what he could do. Then it 

came to him. He asked Murphy to push up against him. 

Murphy jumped up and stood on his hind legs and 

pushed with his front paws, up against Flurry. Flurry fell 

sideways and started rolling down the hill. Murphy got 

all excited and started scampering after Flurry, and then 

rolled down the hill too. 

It was a steep hill and Flurry tumbled over and over, 

faster and faster. He was getting giddy. When he 

reached the bottom of the hill he collapsed into a big 

heap of snow. His hat, carrot nose, coal mouth and 

buttons, and twig arms were thrown everywhere. 

Murphy whimpered at the heap of snow. He ran back to 

the house and barked loudly. 

Ben, the little boy who lived in the house, came out and 

followed Murphy. Ben built Flurry up again at the 

bottom of the hill. Flurry was very pleased with the new 

view of the entrance to the woods. Now he could watch 

Murphy a bit better and share some of the fun. 

 

Eileen Moynihan 
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              Worzel Gummidge in Narnia 

( From ‘The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe’ by C.S.Lewis and adapted by Eileen Moynihan with the 

character dreamt up by Barbara Euphan Todd.) 

‘Lucy felt a little frightened, but she felt very inquisitive and excited as well. She 

looked back over her shoulder and there, between the dark tree trunks; she could 

still see the open doorway of the wardrobe and even catch a glimpse of the empty 

room from which she had set out. (She had, of course, left the door open, for she 

knew that it is a very silly thing to shut oneself into a wardrobe.) It seemed to be still 

daylight there. "I can always get back if anything goes wrong," thought Lucy. She 

began to walk forward, crunch- crunch over the snow and through the wood 

towards the other light. In about ten minutes she reached it and found it was a lamp-

post. As she stood looking at it, wondering why there was a lamp-post in the middle 

of a wood and wondering what to do next, she heard a thump thump of feet coming 

towards her. And soon after that a very strange person stepped out from among the 

trees into the light of the lamp-post.’ 

 It was a skinny, shabby character with a scruffy hat perched on his head, and a raggy 

black coat hanging from his shoulders that emerged.  

 “Who are you?” asked Lucy.  

 “Worzel Gummidge,” replied the stranger. 

 “That’s a funny name,” said Lucy looking up at the turnipy face. 

Worzel scratched his nose with his scrawny hands. Lucy looked closer and noticed 

his fingers were really sticks. 

“It suits me fine. I’m a scarecrow, and it’s a good scarecrow name.” 

“I suppose it is,” said Lucy. 
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Ann Gerety Smyth  
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                        Eternally Frozen 

 

Every year I get to arrive in a garden 

for a day or two, a different garden 

every time, a different life, a 

different shape, a different 

appearance. This is my lot, my 

journey, my punishment for an 

unspeakable crime. 

I have been lovingly created, 

destroyed in a minute by anger and 

hatred, pulled apart or melted 

slowly, while I silently bear it all. 
 

Ann Gerety Smyth 
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Other Photos (Mostly taken by Sally Martin) 
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